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The meeting vTas called to order at 3.20 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 31 TO 49 AND 121 (continued) 

GENERAL DEBATE 

Hr. MICHAeLSEN (Denmark): In his statement of 23 September in 

the general debate of the General Assembly the Danish Minister for 

Forei~n Affairs said, inter alia: 
11 In the course of the second substantive meeting of the United 

Nations Disarmament Commission in May and June of this year, Denmark 

highlighted the problems and principles of conventional disarmament. 

The debate showed that there was wide support for the Danish idea of 

an in-depth study of the entire range of issues involved in 

conventional disarmament. We intend to pursue those ideas during the 

present session of the General Assembly. 11 (A/35/PV.7, p. 61) 

After havine; conducted consultations with a number of member countries, 

Denmark has proposed a draft resolution on the carrying out of a study on 

all aspects of the conventional arms race and on disarmament relating to 

conventional weapons and armed forces. The draft resolution is contained 

in document A/C.l/35/1.2. My delegation considers that adoption by the 

General Assembly of that draft resolution would be a logical follow-up 

to the deliberations at the second substantive session of the United Nations 

Disarmament Commission, held in May and June of this year. As we all 

recall, there 1ms vride support - although at the same time there l·rere 

objections or reservations - in the United Nations Disarmament Commission 

for recommending that at this session the General Assembly 

approve such a study. He hope that those countries which in the United 

Nations Disarmament Cmmnission registered their objections to such a study 

1vill now be in a position to change their attitude. 

The proposal for a study on conventional disarmament is in no vray 

intended to interfere with our common endeavours to obtain progress in the 

field of nuclear disarmament. lTor is it intended to deprive member countries 

of their ric;ht to protect their o-vm security, or their right of self-defence. 
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Since so many human and material resources and funds are used on 

conventional ueaponry as I·Te all knOi·T" more than 80 per cent of all 

military expenditures are spent in the conventional field ~· it is 

time to obtain a thorough reassessment of the general problem of the 

conventional aspects of the arms race. It should not be forgotten 

either that for most nations the most inm1ediate threat to national 

security stems from conventional weapons: and all wars and armed conflicts 

since the Second \'Torld Har have been fought with conventional ueapons alone. 

Several studies on aspects of nuclear weapons have been carriea out 

or are under -vmy under the auspices of the United Nations" I feel sure 

these studies -vrill contribute greatly to our future 1-rorl<:. Hm·rever, 

to ~~.ttain our final e;oals one dimension is lackinr:;, a study on all 

aspects of the conventional arms race. Together 1-ri th other studies~ 

a study on conventional WNlpons could be highly rel,Jvant for the process of 

achievinr:; general and complete disarmament. 

Turnincs nou to the text of the draft resolution, I should like to 

comment briefly upon the operative parae;raphs. 

Operative paragraph 1 reads: 

'1, Approves in principle the carryinG out of a study on all 

as~ects of the conventional arms race and on disarmament relating to 

conventional 1-reapons and armed forces, to be undertaken by the 

Secretary-Generfll Hith the assistance of a group of qualified experts 

appointed by hiN on a balanced e;eographical basis'' (A/C.l/35/L.2), 

By approving this para,:jraph the General Assembly vrill once and 

for all have decided on the carrying out of a study on conventional weapons. 

That decision will enable the Secretary~General to appoint the experts 

immediately and to make practical arrangements for the l·rorl~ of the expert 

rroup pendin@: the deliberations at the sessivn of thE> United Nations 

Disarmament Comnission next sprin~. No further decision by the General Assembly 

is called for. 
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Operative paragraphs 2 and 3 read: 

':2. Atsrees that the Disarmament Commission, at its forthcoming 

third substantive session, should uork out the General a:9proach 

of the study, its structure and scope" 

·3. Requests the Disarmament Commission to convey to the 

Secretary-Gener9l the conclusion of its delibera,tions -vrhich 

should constitute the c;uideline for the study" (j.bid.). 

That implleS that the United Nations Disarmament Commission must 

have a thorough discussion on the general approach to the study, its 

structure and scope and convey the results thereof to the Secretary-

General in order to initiate the -vrork of the expert c;roup immediately 

after the Disarraament Commission session. It should be borne in mind, 

ho-vrever J that a certain freedom in choosing their own uays and means 

of carrying out a study has traditionally been given the various 

expert croups, Similar leeway should also be left to the experts 

on the study on conventional vreapons. 

In a vorkints paper submitted to the second substantive session of the United 

Nations Disarmament Corrnnission in document A/CN .10/13, entitled 

:Approaches to conventional disarmament within the framevrork of the 

United Hationsn, we for our part indicated that the proposed study 

should seek to ascertain the facts of the conventional arms race in 

its quantitative and qualitative aspects as well as in its vertical 

and horizontal dimensions, including international arms transfers; it 

might examine its interrelationship -vrith international peace and 

security as vrell as with social and economic development· it mi&:ht 

examine the nature of the particular problems involved in conventional 

disarmament, includinc; an analysis of the connexion between 

conventional and nuclear disarmruaent; and, finally, it mic;ht ex~1ine 

the P,eneral principles and guidelines which relate to conventional 

disarmament and explore directions in which it might be possible to 

proceed and modalities to be ap~lied. 
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''4. Further requests the Secretary·-General to su"Qmit the 

study on all aspects of the conventional arms race and on disarmament 

relating to conventional weapons and armed forces to the second 

special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament·' (ibid). 

In my vieu" it is most important that the final results of the 

study be ready as a basis for discussion at the second special session 

on disarmament. It vrill then be possible to work out directives for 

the further endeavours to obtain progress also in the field of conventional 

disarmament at the second special session on disarmrunent. 

He hope that this modest component in the long process leading 

towards general and complete disarmament - the carrying out of this study -

will be approved by this Committee and the General Assembly. 

Hr. ELLIOTT (Belgium) (interpretation from French): Hr. Chairman. 

in extending to you my congratulations on your election to guide the 

proceedings of this Committee~ I "''lish to say that I am grateful to you 

for expressing, on behalf of all our States, our heartfelt sympathy to 

Algeria, a country to which we feel so close, at the terrible disaster that 

has so cruelly befallen it. 

Very rarely since the end of the Second Horld \-Jar have we had a period 

so strongly m.Hrked by Anxiety And concern. He 1-1rEC concPrned at th<" 

deterioration of the international climate brought about since the end of 

last year by the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan, ·Fhich has 

e-licited the general rPproof of the international community. !,·Te are 

concerned at the proliferation of focal points of tension in different regions 

of the world 0 particularly in those where stability is an essential 

element of our collective security. Our thoughts turn in particular at 

present to the prolonged conflict between Iran and Iraq, vrhich carries 1·rith 

it the threat of political destabilization in that ree;ion and lvhich would 

spare none of our countries. 
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\Te are concerned at the unbridled nature of the arms race~ Hhich is 

a consequence of grovrincs political, economic and social imbalances between 

our peoples. The Eeleian Foreign Hinister~ lvlr. Nothomb~ recently 

emphnsized fror:1 the rostrum of the General Assembly hmv frie;htening it vas 

to note that at present $450 billion is devoted to armaments in the 

1vorld 1vhereas only ;!)20 billion is allotted to ass:i st.anc(-: to 

developm2nt. He rcc~lled on that occ~sion the sug~estion of the Brgndt 

Corrnnission concerning the creation of machinFry to strenp:then the 

role of the United Nations in the maintenance of peace, which should make 

it possible to release for development the funds deduct~d from milita~r 

expenditures. 
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1 iOY-e t,llfll1 e:ver i 1l_ the past, tho Be concerns make it iiD.:DeYati ve co 

intensify our effort.s in order to pror,1otc sec:u:c-iJcy bet1-reen our St<"tes and 

-:~,) r:ke 1)rO(jress alon2; the pe.th of :rea~9ons control am< disarmffinent. 

In this context_ and eiddressin[; the General Assembly on behalf of the 

nine countries of tLe European Community_ President Thorn incl_icated the 

course that tnose countrie,J had ahrays endeavoured to follou in our 

interdependent 1wrld, namel:r: patiently to seek out solutions of probleT!lS 

:m intern2-tional relations, and endeavour to meet the fundaLlental interests 

of each of the parcies rather than 0 as so often has happened in the past, 

attempting to free oneself from one's mm dependency while making others 

dependent on oneself and one 1 s own wishes. 

Our 1-Tishes uould be met if this concept of interna.tional relations 

1-rere shc_red b:r all. 'That seem.s to r1.e the best means of eliminatinr; the 

causes of present~day tensions and of creatinr:; the indispensable confidence 

for the achievement of our ::_;eace objectives. The security of our States 

coulu henceforth be conceived more readil;r in terms in which the military 

ele!llent w-oulcl become less nredor.1inant. That security could thus 1Je 

established at negotiated balance of armaments at the lmv-est nossible 

levels, while detente and defence would remain the t~o inseparable 

bases of our security. 

In t~1nt conneYion, the Secretary-General of our Organization, 

1ir. Kurt ~Jnldheirl, quite ri;~htly stressec'l J in l1is report on the uorl\: of 

tne United rrations, l!OH important it -vras, at tile .,~avm of this Second 

Disarw~ment Decade, to set concrete, nolitically viable objectives. 

Des·pite the difficult conclitiOi>s that have prevailed in 1980, that realistic 

8.1J:'c'roe-ch l-;.:"'s made it )Jossible to achieve :cesults whose iuportance 

shoule_ not be underestiElated, 

It 1-TaS thus chat l;lle Comm:~ttee on Disarmaaent. in the IVOrk of which 

the five r1ucle:xc Pu.rers, which are also the five permanent IT!eubers of the 

Security Council, participated for the first time, was able to conclude 

an agreer,1ent - not without difficulty it is true - concerninG; its 

methods of \Torlc, Tile establishment of four vor~dn__;; '~:;.·oups on i1,1portant 
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items on the agenda of the 1900 session 0 namely, chemical weapons, radiological 

weapons, security guarantees and the comprehensive programme of 

disarmament, has made progress possible in the mutual evaluation of the 

various positions on those subjects and in the case of one of them, 

radiological weapons, in the ne~otiation of a convention prohibitinG the 

development 0 production 9 stockpilinG and use of such lveapons. Belgium 

hopes that that necsotiation :·_Jrocess 1vill be concluded shortly, on the basis 

of a realistic definition of the weapons to be prohibited. 

He are gratified too by the opening by the United States and the 

Soviet Union of :~reparatory tall>.s Hhich, inter;rated within the framework of the 

SALT process, uill deal with the lill1.itation of certain c;iven systems of 

theatre-of-operations nuclear 1veapons. Del:::;iu.m, incident:=tlly, has ahmys 

souc:;ht to favour the offer of negotiations uhich accompanied the decision 

of the Atlantic Alliance last December concerninc; the streamlininG; of 

medium--range nuclear ueapons as a response to the continued development of 

neH systems of armaments cl.irected ae;ainst our country. In the same context, 

Belgiun has ahrays hoped that the SALT II accords uould be ratified as soon 

as possible. 

He note too that hope for progress has emerged in the negotiations on 

the nutual reduction of forces and arr.mments as 1vell as related measures in 

central Europe. 

Belgium" ln,ich remains strongly attached to all international actions 

in the field of arms limitation, has taken note uith satisfaction of the 

renort of the Group of ~xperts on Rec;ional Disarmament. That is so because, 

as members of the Committee lmow, it 1-ras my Government Hhich in 1970 tool: 

the initiative of proposing the study of all the ree;ional aspects of 

disarmament vith a vievr to determining a systematic regional approach to 

questions of disarmament and arms control. That study 1ras carried out 

by the 10 experts appointed with due regard to the principle of 

equitable geographical distribution, who had adopted the text unanimously. 

It has now been submitted to the General Assembly for consideration. 

To,o;ether uith other delegations, Belgium 1vill submit a draft resolution 

vhereby the General 1\.ssembly, expressinr; its appreciation of the Secretary-
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General's report containing the study in question, would invite States 

to express their views on the subject so that they might be submitted 

to the thirty~·sixth session of the General Assembly for consideration. Our 

Assenbly >rould o,lso decide that the study be communicated to the Committee 

on Disarmament and to the United Nations Disarmament Commission. Del::;ium 

horles that that suc;c;estion Hill enlist the support of all and that the debates 

that -vrill take place on that occasion uill contribute to the achievement of 

proc;ress on disarmament. 

Our cm,Jlnon endeavour should aim at preserving the possibility of dialogue 

among our States, while everything possible is done to improve the prospects 

for proc;ress. 

In that connexion, I should like to make the follm-rinc; comment . I 1-ras 

surprised at the proposal submitted by the Soviet Union concerninc; rr1easures 

for reducing the danger of war, a proposal concerninr; uhich 9 at this stac;e in 

our uork, I shall confine myself to noting that the objectives proposed are 

obviously lackinc; in the specific or realistic character that could justify 

their becoming the subject of an Assembly resolution. 

To our surprise must; be ad<led our disappointment, shared no doubt by a 

large number of members of this Committee, at the polemical and a::ssressive 

tone used by the author of the proposal in introducing it. On the one 

hand, that attitude disregards the events which have created the tension 

in Asia which affect us all. On the other hand, it does not contribute 

to the serenity of our dialogue. 

IIouever" I should like to point here to three areas in which our efforts 

could be more usefully concentrated: they are, the non-proliferation of nuclear 

weapons, the limitation of conventional weapons and confidence-building 

measures, which should always promote and pave the way to the conclusion of 

cl_isarmament a[;reements. 

This year has been placed under the sir,n of the non-·:!_Jroliferation of 

nuclear vreapons, a principle to uhich Belgium remains fundamentally attached. 
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During the recent NPT Review Conference, my Government noted the extent 

to which true implementation of the Treaty appeared to be difficult to achieve. 

vfe also expressed our concern at the wide interpretation that nuclear-weapon 

States are inclined to give) at the expense of non~.nuclPar .. \·Teapon States 

parties to the Treaty, to those provisions relating to the peaceful uses of 

nuclear energy. In fact, in that field, as opposed to that of military 

activities, the Treaty guarantees to all parties full freedom of access. 

Belgium also stressed the erroneous and dangerous character of imposed 

agreements or unilateral decisions aimed at adding to the verification provisions 

contained in the Treaty itself. Those provisions are applied through the 

intervention of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and constitute 

the most elaborate verification system which has ever been included in a 

treaty on arms control. Moreover, that system is not without considerable 

economic consequences for the industries which it covers. 

It has always seemed to us that the fundamental objective to be achieved 

was to have the Treaty become universal and that, while awaiting the attainment 

of that goal, non~-nuclear States parties to the Treaty should not be placed 

in a position of inferiority as compared to those that still refuse to accede 

to it. Apart from its strict implementation in the civil domain, the Treaty, 

if we are to strengthen its credibility, should give rise to specific decisions 

on nuclear disarmament in such a manner that we may move step by step towards 

the realization of its objective ~ the elimination of proliferation in all its 

aspects. 

Indeed, it is not possible to consider that this key instrument - the 

Treaty - should become a fixed norm in international life, The discrimination 

inherent in the 'I'reaty is not an end in itself and should disappear in the 

long run 9 thanks to nuclear disarmament. It is no l~Oubt the disagreements 

concerning assessment of this concept of the Treaty that were at the root 

of the difficulties encountered during the recent Review Conference, 
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It is therefore essential that we endeavour to drm-r the proper lessons 

frcJn that situation which, in any event 
9 

haG. the mreit of confirminp; 9 in 

difficult circumstances, that the aim of non-proliferation and the very 

existence of the Non .. Proliferation Treaty were not called into question. In 

this connexion, the elimination of the causes of international tension, as I 

said earlier, are an essential condition for progress. Reactivation of the 

SALrr process and the earliest possible conclusion of a treaty on the total 

cessation of nuclear tests, a treaty urgently needed especially in view of 

the increase in the global rate of such tests, a rather disappointing 

development, must be souc;ht, 

The three nuclear States participating in negotiations on that subject 

indicated to the Committee on Disarmament certain interesting areas of agreement. 

Details are lacking on sc.me important aspects of those negotiations, particularly 

the duration envisaged for such an agreement. That duration should not be so 

short as to reduce the Treaty to a mere moratorium which, if broken, would 

open the path to new, intensified programmes of nuclear testing. 

Hy country also noted with satisfaction that the verification of such an 

agreement would give an important place to the international exchange of seismic 

data, a system which Belgium is helping to elaborate in the Committee on 

Disarmament. Its political and technical effectiveness will be determined to 

some extent by the equitable distribution of national seismic stations and 

international centres of the system. Belgium is also of the opinion that the 

three nuclear Powers at present carrying out separate talks should by no means 

await the accession of all nuclear States before themselves accepting a 

multilateral treaty on the total prohibition of nuclear tests. 

A further question, which has been debated for over 10 years, also 

represents an important aspect of the non-proliferation policy. I refer to 

security guarantees against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. Those 

guarantees, formulated by the five nuclear Powers in unilateral declarations, 

have been the object of detailed consideration in the Cowmittee on Disarmament. 

'Ihe objective sought - a common formula - appears to be difficult to achieve, 

since the situations and security doctrines reflected by each of those 

declarations are so diverse. 
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Above all, we shculd reassure the non-nuclear States which have chosen the 

path of non-alignment by intensifying our efforts with a view to arriving at 

effective arrangements. Belgium also feels that we should not neglect the 

element of progress which could derive from an interim arrangement, particularly 

if it involved the Security Council, Neither should we, in our efforts in the 

field of proliferation, disregard the importance of negotiations in due course 

on the cessation, under adequate verification conditions, of the production of 

fissionable materials for military purposes. 

Like nuclear disarmament, conventional disarmament remains one of the most 

urgent tasks before the international community. Belgium, concerned at the 

acceleration of the conventional arms race and the imbalances which it produces, 

is ready to associate itself with any initiative towards conventional disarmament. 

My country is gratified at the success recorded by the United Nations 

Conference on prohibitions or limitation restrictions of use of certain 

conventional weapons in elaborating a general convention as well as three 

annexed protocols relating, respectively, to undetectable fragments, booby-traps, 

land mines and incendiary weapons. 

The work undertaken in the Committee on Disarmament's working group on the 

prohibition of chemical weapons proved to be especially fruitful. That working 

group fully discharged its mandate by identifying the issues to be dealt with 

in the negotiation of a convention. Belgium regrets, however, that the elements 

of disagreement, particularly as regards the verification of a convention, could 

not be more extensively resolved. We hope that it will be possible at the next 

session of the Committee to bring views closer together and to move forward 

towards the conclusion of such a convention. The method followed for the 

achievement of that objective may serve as a model, because the 1980 session 

of the Committee proved that the creation of a working group with a clearly 

defined mandate was perfectly compatible with the efforts undertaken in the 

bilateral negotiations between the United States and the Soviet Union. In this 

field, as in the very important field of the total prohibition of nuclear tests, 

a concern for the successful conclusion of separate negotiations should be 

reconcilable with the legitimate desire of the Committee on Disarmament to deal 

in a substantive way with the items on its agenda. 
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Confidence is a decisive factor for the harmonization of international 

relations. In the field of disarmament, one of the most appropriate instruments 

for c;eneratin[; that confidence is the very principle of the verification and 

implementation of adequate mechanisms in order to bring to a successful conclusion 

the implementation of the agreements concluded. 1>7hen deprived of such mechanisms, 

those agreements lose much of their substance. 

The Foreign Minister of Bele;ium, like many of his colleagues, expressed 

from the rostrum of the General AssemblJr his profound concern at the rumoured use 

of chemical weapons. In so doing, he requested all those countries ,,rhich hacl not 

yet acceded to the 1925 Geneva Protocol to do so vnthout delay: this would permit 

the contracting parties which had hitherto expressed reservations inter parte~ 

to consider the possibility of removing those reservations. The international 

community might also through an objective procedure of investigation formulate 

a definitive substantiated judgement on the charges. It is to be regretted that 

the 1925 Geneva Protocol lacks machinery permitting the verification of compliance 

vTith such prohibitions. Thought mie;ht be given to the best means of filling that 

gap) and Belgium reserves the right to make its contribution thereto if necessary. 

In the same context, my country regrets that the proposal relating to the 

establishment of control machinery in the Convention on the use of certain 

conventional i·Teapons should have come up against rejection by a group of 

delec;ations at the recent session in Geneva of the Conference that negotiated the 

Convention. We hope that the scope of this suggestion will be better appreciated 

in the future. 

Belgium wishes also to recall the essential nature of the exercise aimed at 

ensuring the comparability of military budgets in so far as that type of confidence

building measure constitutes a precondition for any serious discussion of a freezing 

or reduction of military expenditures. Hy delegation is ready to consider 

carefully any constructive initiative that may be adopted at the current session. 
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In expressing my country 1 s concern, and in stressing that there Here some 

r~rounds for satisfaction. I have sou~ht to outline the prospects for ~rogress, 

to the realization of which Bel~ium is deeply attached. 

Our efforts should now be directed to-vrards the creation of conditions 

enablinr- us to ensure the success of the second special session of the 

General Assernbly devoted to disarmament. Rather than shaping a new instrument. 

1.:re must take advanta,q;e of that event to offer additional reasons for ontimism 

and, as emnhasized by the Secretary-General, to maintain our faith and our "\·rill 

to complete the structure erected on the foundations so judiciously laid down 

35 years ago. 

Mr~ ANDERSON (Australia) ~ Mr. Chairman, I should lil~e on behalf of 

the Australian delegation to offer you my warmest conr;ratulations on your 

election as Chairman of this Committee, We have no doubt that you -vrill guide 

this Committee throur;h its important -vrork with your customary skill and 

w·isdom, I should also like to offer my dele~Zation r s congratulations to the 

Vice-Chairmen and to the other officers of the Committee. 

He are almost at the halfway point betvreen the first special session devoted 

to disarmament and the second special session, The first Disarmament Decade 

has just ended and we are embarking on a second, It is all too easy to dismiss 

the 1-rorh:: which has been carried out in the disarmament field, both 

multilateral and bilateral, as lacking in substance and to predict little 

progress in the immediately forthcomine; years, It is true that "!;ree.t strides 

have not been made in recent years, but there has been some important prozress 

in a nUMher of areas and we believe there is a ~rowing realization amon~st 

most States that without continuin~ movement there can be no end to international 

tension or to the continued threat of a catastrophic conflict. 

In the years immediately ahead, vle cannot hope for sudden or miraculous 

breakthroughs in the fields of disarmament and arms control, but given the 

political will to achieve results we should · indeed we must - add :impetus to the 
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sluggish machinery which ive are struggling to keep in motion. Arms control 

and disarmament is a step-by-step process. Our efforts in this Committee 

and in other multilateral disarmament for'lJ!ls must proceed at a realistic and 

an attainable level. It does not help to achieve our goals if our time and 

effort are diverted by a series of vacuous propaganda items designed to 

disrupt and mislead. vTe have seen in the past that such efforts have contributed 

nothing to our work. That was clearly demonstrated at the last session of 

this Assembly when, after spending lone; and valuable time negotiatiPg on just 

such an item, representatives saw the originating Government acting in flagrant 

breach of the very provisions vrhich it had put forward. 

Our work here is too important, too urgent, to be diverted by such 

exercises. \{e regret to see that such an item is before the Committee again 

this year. 

Since the last session of the General Assembly, events have occurred 

which have increased international tension and have damaged the disarmament 

process. Although there are a large number of multil11.teral and bilateral 

negotiations continually taking place to try to realize the objectives of arms 

control and disarmament, that increase in tension has taken its toll. One 

of the developments of most serious concern to Governments is the armed inter

vention in Afghanistan by powerful Soviet forces and their continued presence 

in,and occupation of,that country. The Australian Government has condemned 

those actions, as have the majority of countries in the United Nations 

General Assembly. He cannot overemphasize the detrimental effect of those 

actions on the international climate of trust \vhich is necessary for the 

negotiation of effective arms control and disarmament measures. Yet it is 

precisely during periods of international tension, even more so than in periods 

of relative stability, that we need to redouble our collective efforts in 

pursuit of effective arms control measures. 

Let me now turn to some of the areas where such important and useful 

measures are being pursued. 
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Present-day multilateral disarmament negotiations are built around the 

first special session devoted to disarmament and the Final Document which 

emerged from that session. The Final Document 'tvas the result of difficult 

negotiations and it represented the product of a delicately balanced consensus. 

Care must be tru{en not to upset that consensus. 

From the special session emerged the two chief multilateral negotiating 

bodies - the Committee on Disarmament and the Unitedd Nations Disarmament 

Commission. Both bodies have this year experienced certain difficulties in 

their deliberations due in large part to the current international situation. 

They have, hovrever ~ made important progress in a mnnber of fields. 

The most urgent of the o.reas 1·There progress must be made is 

nuclear disarmament. It is of concern to Australia that in recent years 

no effective new measures of nuclear arms control have been put 

into effect. This is not to denigrate the efforts that have been made. 

Australia has uelcomed the signing of the SALT II Ae-reement as a significant 

achievement. Hhen brought into force, it will place verifiable limits on the 

strategic arsenals and delivery systems of the t't·TO major nuclear weapon 

States. This is an important step tow·ards the eventual elimination of nuclear 

vreapons. \ve regret? however, that the Agreement has not yet been ratified. The 

early ratification of SALT and ra~id progress on the negotiation of further 

substantive measures under the SALT II process would be a major contribution 

to enhancing the prospects for arms control. 
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SALT is, however, only one of the elements of the arms limitation process 0 

and although it should achieve much in limiting the arms race between the 

super-Powers it does cover only two of the nuclear.-weapon States. VTe look to 

the other nuclear-vreapon States also to participate constructively in nuclear 

arms limitatjon and disarmament. 

Very high on the list of attainable yet critical agreements necessary for 

all nuclear-weapon States to accept is the conclusion of a comprehensive 

test·-ban treaty. Australia has long been an active proponent of the conclusion 

of a comprehensive test-ban agreement as a further restraint on existin~ 

nuclear arsenals and a further major obstacle to the spread of nuclear weapons. 

Such a treaty vrould put a stop to all nuclear explosions for the duration 

of the treaty ·· indeed we would hope for all time. It would apply to 

explosions for military purposes as well as for peaceful purposes, and it 

1rould thus limit, and perhaps even stop, the vertical proliferation of 

nuclear vreapons by the parties to the Treaty. It would make the development 

of new nuclear vreapons, or the improvement of existing ones, more difficult. 

This in turn uould strengthen the nuclear non·-proliferation Treaty, lead 

to a fuller implementation of that Treaty and help overcome the objections 

of those States that see the nuclear non-proliferation Treaty as 

discriminating in favour of the existing nuclear-weapon States. 

A comprehensive test-ban treaty vroulcl also prevent, or at least 

restrict, horizontal proliferation. The objective is, of course, a 

universally accepted treaty under which States which do not today have nuclear 

lveapons vrould not acquire them. In this respect it is relevant to note that 

States not parties to the Non-Proliferation Treat~.r could become party to 

a comprehensive test-ban treaty and thus provide assurances that they 1-rould 

not become nuclear-weapon States. 

Another attraction of a comprehensive test-ban treaty vrould be its 

usefulness as a point of pressure on States not parties to the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty or comprehensive test-ban treaties. Any such State I·Thich engac;ed in 

nuclear testing after a comprehensive test.-ban treaty had been concluded would 

come under increasing pressure to explain and justifY its action to 

international opinion. 
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Australia has in a variety of forums consistently voiced its 

dissatisfaction that the three negotiatinG nuclear··vreapon States have not 

yet concluded their discussions on a ccmprehensive test-ban treaty. At 

the thirty-fourth session of the General Assembly Australia played an active 

part in preparin:· resolution 34/73, which,. ~nter Eifl:) called upon the 

three necotiatin.-:; nuclear-weapon States to use their best endeavours to 

brine; their necotiations to a positive conclusion in time for consideration 

dm·inc the next session of the Committee on Disarmament. Althouc;h vre 

lvelcom.ed the statement uhich the nuclear-vreapon States made in the Conll.llittee 

on Disarna.ment on Jl July on the pro3ress of their negotiations" ue 11ere 

cl.isappo:i.ntell. tl:at tl:at statement gave no indication vrhen a comprehensive 

test ban was likely to be concluded. ~Te shared the hopes and expectations 

of the overuhelminG majority of States that the negotiatinp: nuclear-veapon 

States vrould have concluded their trilateral negotiations this year and 

that their co-operation in the Committee on Disarmament would have permitted 

that boc~y to proceed Slviftly vrith the nec';otiation of a treaty prohibitinc; 

all nuclear explosions for all time. Ue regret that that vras not the case, 

but we look forvrard to positive results in 1981. Such proc;ress uould not 

only dePlonstrate the commitment of the States concerned to nuclear 

disarr~ament but vould l:elp brine: us a step nearer to the r~oal of General 

and complete disarmament. 

The completion of such a treaty is nou urc;ent, and the involvement of 

the international commtmity throur;h the Committee on Disarmament to coJ11plement 

the efforts of the negotiatinc parties is essential if the treaty is to 

attract vridespread support. Hithout that su!)port its impact uou~d be 

seriousl,;r lirnited. 

I turn novr to ncut--off;:. Looking ahead, it would be an important further 

brake on prolifere.tion if at an anpropriate stac;e agreement on the 

cessation of the production of fissionable l'1.aterials for nuclear-ueanons 

purposes .-. or .. cut.,off. 0 in short - uere ner;otia.ted. A co:rrtprehensi ve 

test·-ban treaty, 1rhile an inte:'ral part of the over .. all plan for nuclear 

non~proliferation; is not an end in itself. It 1-roulcl not restrict the 

continued 1}roduction of existin3 t~rpes of nuclear ueapons. '·Cut-off: " on 
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the other hand, uould help to acl:ieve this ~oal and to liFlit existin~ 

nuclear arsenals to approxhmtely their present size and so contribute 

to the scaling·--dmm of the arms race. It vrould also prevent the err!er,r;ence 

of neVT States w:i.th nuclear- explosive canabilities. 

In the context of the li1dtinc; of nuclear arsenals, it is important 

to reco~nize the contribution n1ade by the 1963 partial test--han Treaty. 

He trust that all nuclear-weapon States uill observe tlce provisions of that 

Treaty. He also lool: to the United States and the Soviet Union to C011l.}Jly 

uith the provisions of tlce ':l:'reaty on the limitation of underr:round nuclear

vreanon tests and the Treaty on undere;round nuclear explosions for 

peaceful purposes. 

Coming nmv to the nuclear Non--Proliferation 'I'reaty 0 in the 10 years 

that it has been effect it has made a substantial contribution to 

international security and to co~operation in the pe~ceful uses of nuclear 

enerc;y. Ue are encourae;ecl by the fact that over tuo thirCls of the States 

Members of the United Nations have voluntarily undertaken to renounce the 

ac:(]uisi tion of nuclear ueal)ons. 

Tbe ITon-~Proliferation 'l'reaty is a security Treaty. It is the linchpin 

of the internation2l non~proliferatir-m re~ime and a benchmarl::: of 

resnonsible interna.tional behaviour. Indeed it is uorth reflectiv.:; on 

hm1 the world security situation micht now be if 10 years aco the 

international conntmi ty had not established the non· --proliferation rer;ime. 

A climate of confidence is essential for the clevelop111ent of 

co~-operation in the peaceful l'.SeS of nuclear enercr. The ren:ime 

established by the non--Proliferation Treaty, including in particular tl:e 

full .. scope safee:;uards administered by the the International Atomic Energy 

Acency. provides assurances of the peaceful intent of nuclear activities 

and is essential to this clinate of confidence. It is for that reason tlcFtt 

ue are concerned about indications tl:at soDe States outside the Hon-· 

Proliferation Treaty i·cay have covert pro2:rarn.mes . incluc1inr; the construction 

of unsafeguarded facilities, for the develo~Y·lent of a nuclear-- explosive 

ca]_)ability. There is no doubt that detonation of a nuclear explosive 

device by one of tl~ose States vrould jeopardize rersional and international 

security. It could al::w undermine the pros1)ects for more broadly based 

co-~oneration in the peaceful uses of nuclear enerrw. 
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It was disappointing to Australia that it was not possible for agreement 

to be reached on a final document in the time available at the Review Conference. 

The Conference did, however, provide the opportunity for a valuable and 

productive airing of developments and aspirations on the vital issues of nuclear 

disarmament. It emerged clearly from the Conference that, while the Treaty 

itself was subjected to rigorous examination, there was no questioning of 

its principal objectives. 

There remains broad international consensus that the Non-Proliferation Treaty 

I<~gime should be preserved and that horizontal and vertical proliferation should 

be contained. The absence of a final consensus at the Review Conference 

reflected concern over the pace and direction of nuclear disarmament efforts 

rather than any fundamental conflicts of interest. We share this concern. 

A note of warning has been sounded and must be heeded by the nuclear-weapon 

States. 

I must draw attention to a number of important and positive aspects which 

emerged from the Conference. I have in mind the near unanimity reached on most 

of the issues relating to the application of international safeguards and the 

arrangements governing the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Agreement on these 

issues was of significance and will contribute to further international 

discussion in the International Atomic Energy Agency and elsewhere aimed at 

enhancing the non-proliferation regime. 

I turn now to the question of chemical weapons. The Australian Government 

attaches considerable importance to the ear~y conclusion of a convention on 

chemical weapons. There exists among the international community a broad 

consensus for the conclusion of such a convention. The working group established 

this yeflr in the Committee on Disarmament under the able chairmanship of the 

Japanese representative in the Corr.mittee on Disarmament, Ambassador Okawa, has made 
progress and we are confident that at its next session a further working group 

will be set up to continue this encouraging work and that the elaboration of 

a convention can begin. He also welcome the valuable exchange of information 

and material that took place in the seminar on chemical weapons which arose out 

of an Australian suggestion. 
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We are looking for a truly com.prehensi ve convention, one that would 

eliminate complete~y the possibility of any form of warfare intended to kill or 

injure human beings through the us~ of chemical weapons. It must contain a 

comprehensive ban on the development, production and stockpiling of chemical 

weapon agents and their means of delivery, without hampering the proper uses 

of chemicals for peaceful purposes. 

One important area where much further work is necessary is that of 

verification. A vital element of a convention on chemical weapons is of 

course a verification arrangement which takes full account of the military 

potency of chemical weapons. It is acknowledged that agreement on effective 

verification machinery will take time to achieve, but it is essential that 

it be achieved. 

The difficulties of verification are real and have been brought home 

strongly to us by recent disturbing reports of the use of chemical weapons in 

several current armed conflicts. Difficulties in obtaining conclusive 

confirmation of the accuracy or otherwise of such reports demonstrates the 

importance of ensuring that a convention on chemical weapons should contain 

strict and workable verification procedures. Not onl.v are there great 

difficulties in verifying the use of chemical weapons but there is no 

established procedure for exposing to the international community a country 

which uses chemical weapons, and no established wa.v for countries to 

demonstrate their innocence if unjustifiab~V accused. 

We welcomed the progress report on the United States-USSR bilateral 

negotiations on the prohibition of chemical weapons which was submitted to 

this year's session of the Committee on Disarmament. We share the hope of 

the international community that these negotiations will soon be concluded 

and their results presented to the Committee on Disarmament. 

I turn now to the Indian Ocean. My Government supports the concept 

of nuclear-weapon -·free zones and zones of peace but believes that the creation 

of these zones is primarily a matter for States of the regions concerned and 

should be based on intraregional consensus. It is our view that the adherence 

of all States in a region to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nucleer 

\feapons offers one of the best prospects for the successful implementation of 

such a zone in that region. 
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Australia has long supported the establishment of a zone of peace in the 

Indian Ocean and has been an active member of the Ad Hoc Committee on the 

Indian Ocean. 

At the last session of the General Assembly, resolution 34/80 B called 

for the convening in 1981 of a conference to implement the Declaration on the 

Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. In line with our traditional support for 

this principle, Australia voted for that res~lution. We did, however, express 

certain reservations about the holding of a conference in 1981, bearing in 

mind in particular the unsatisfactory outcome of the then just concluded 

Meeting of Littoral and Hinterland States of the Indian Ocean. That meeting 

demonstrated that the necessary degree of harmonization for the convening of 

a conference was still some way off. We were then and still are of the view 

that when a conference is held it must be held under conditions which will 

enable it to reach a successful conclusion. An unsuccessful conference would, 

in our view, be particularly harmful to the concept of a zone of peace and 

to regional security and stability. Since last year, unfortunately, there 

has been little, if any, progress towards a further harmonization of views. 

Unfortunately, too, a new element has now commanded the attention of the 

Ad Hoc Committee. The invasion by the Soviet Union of Afghanistan, a hinterland 

State of the ree:ion, has created a climate of apprehension and unease amongst 

the littoral and hinterland States and has cast an ominous shadow on efforts 

to bring about peace in the region. It is difficult to envisage how we 

could expect a cunfe.rence to produce a declaration on a zone of peace when one 

of the hinterland States of the region is f('rcibly occupied by one of the Powers 

attending the conference - a Power which is further threatening the stability of 

the region by massing forces on the borders of other littoral States. These 

events also make it increasingly unlikely that adequate prepararations for a 

conference can be completed in time for it to be held next year. 

Australia, which remains committed to the concept of a zone of peace in 

the Indian Ocean, believes, threrefore, that early in 1981 the Ad Hoc Committee 

should review the political situation in the region and the degree of preparations 

for a conference, including the degree of harmonization that has been reached on 

outstanding issues. In the light of that review a considered decision should then 

be made on the advisability of convening a conference in 1981. 
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One of the more positive contributions in the field of disarmament 

Has the recent and successfully concluded inht.u:;mne 1veapons Conference. 

Australia 1-relcomes the outcome of that Conference, >vhich represents a 

si~nificant advance in the field of conventional disarmrunent. The issues 

addressed by the Conference 1-rere delicate and it is sie;nificant that ae;reement 

1-ms reached on three of the items. 

He recognize of course that the agreements reached at the Conference 

vrere limited in scope. But they were sit:;nificant both in substance and as 

an illustration of the continuing international will to proceed along the path 

tmmrds disarmament. The ae;reement reached does not reflect all the hopes 

of all delegations but in international forums there must be willingness 

to compromise, to show flexibility and to co~operate. 

So we hope that that willingness by States to show such a degree 

of co-operation \·rill be reflected in other forums. He have before us e. 

decade devoted to disarmament. It is essential that substantive progress 

be made durinc; that time. To help achieve that it >·rill be necessary that for 

the second special session devoted to disarmament, scheduled for 1982, the 

General Assembly set itself realistic goals and that in order to achieve 

those goals adequate preparation be made. 

He live in an age in which the political 

compulsions of nation States are remarkably at odds with the moral 

imperatives of human society, in 1-rhich the urge to dominate and the equal 

determination to resist domination are surpassed by an ovenvhelming concern 

at the danger of mankind's collective extinction from the face of this planet. 

Conventional notions of the relationship between States in terms of their 

political povrer and military capability are balanced against the 

staggering destructive potential of nuclear weapons. Hhen the unconstrained 

ambitions of States are linked to the locomotive of technoloc;ical ingenuity, 

the 1rorld is placed on the edge of a nuclear catastrophe. The great 

revolutionary changes brought about by advances in sc~ence and technology 

~ive us hope for the future on the one hand and at the same time confront 

us >·rith the danger of sudden death. 
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In our present-day world not only is the offensive capability of 

nations to inflict intolerable damage on their adversaries increasing 

continually but technology has itself given a new and unforeseen dimension 

to conflicts betw·een States. The rational calculation of the outcome of 

iTar has toda.y been rendered impossible~ since an actual conflict uould result 

in mutual destruction even before the issue of who was the stronger could 

be settled. Such a development has spawned dubious doctrines of deterrence 

and balance of terror based on the offensive capability of nuclear vreapons. 

As long as no technological brealcthrough in defence systems emerges~ therefore~ 

it appears that the llephistophelean attractiveness of a deterrence strategy 

l'rill continue to engage the attentions of military planners and power 

manipulators all over the world, particularly in the most pov~rful States. 

According to current estimates~ the number of nuclear warheads in the 

strateGic nuclear arsenals of the two most pm·rerful States in the vrorld, 

the United States and the Soviet Union~ has risen from 1~~500 and 1~000 

respectively just about 12 years ago to figures of 9,600 and 6,000. Under the 

GALT II ~uidelines, vrhich remain as yet unratified, those numbers are 

expected only to increase. 

If the princi.)al concern of nuclear-vreapon States had been to establish a 

numerical threshold based on the amount of nuclear weapons needed by each 

side to ensure an unacceptable degree of destruction of the other, the above 

figures would of course have been recognized by them as being far in excess of 

any defence requirement. But the limits of deterrence have tended to 

depend not so much on any technically ascertainable standard alone as on 

the fluctuating pressures of internal public opinion, the sophisticated 

second r;uesses of armchair strategists and public opinion pundits and the 

numerous pressures of governmental and extra-governmental econonic interests, 

often referred to as the military industrial complex. 

The effect of those factors on the '"orld situation is significant. While 

the strategic relationships between the super-Powers and other nuclear-weapon 

States, governed by the so-called balance of terror, have perhaps discouraged 

direct military confrontation, they have not prevented the major involvement of 

those States in regional conventional conflicts, either directly or through proxies. 
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If anything, they have lessened their inhibitions as regards involvement in 

such conflicts and their ambitions to fashion spheres of interest in 

individual areas of the world. There is an increasins perception in the 

present-day world that even the sedulous promotion of re~ional arran~ements~ 

nuclear-weapon-free zones and so on, ;·rhere they have not emerged as a 

direct result of spontaneous initiatives on the part of all the regional 

States concerned, may result in the solidifying of the protectorate status 

of certain regions of the world vis-a-vis one or the other great Power, 

thus further hardenin~ the military polarization of the globe. 

v·lith regard to issues that are outside the margin of global 

understandings, these occasionally threaten to introduce dissonances in the 

over-all balance and to fuel mutual suspicion, even vrhen an escalation of 

conflict is not imminent. Those issues are then used by States as an excuse 

for preparing a psychological atmosphere for the further escalation of the 

arms race, particularly in its nuclear aspect. 

Even as tl1e language of deterrence is being adduced to justify continued 

escalation in the buildin~ of nuclear stockpiles, and qualitative changes are taking 

place which raise the minimum level of such deterrence, newer doctrines of limited 

nuclear war are being postulated which, by giving a semblance of credibility 

to nuclear exchanges, in fact increase the risk of such exchanges actually 

taking place. It is the continued adherence of the nuclear~·weapon States 

to those perverse doctrines that has chiefly accounted for the continuance 

of the arms race in both its qualitative and its quantitative aspects~ with 

such vast debilitatin8 consequences for the physical security and the 

economic well-being of peoples, and especially the peoples of the third 

Horld. :My delegation •·rould like once again to reaffirm its faith in the 

consensus adopted in the Final Document of the special session of the 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament, that 

"' 11En<luring international peace and security cannot be built on the 

accumulation of weaponry by military alliances nor be sustained by a 

precarious balance of deterrence or doctrines of strategic superiority. 

Genuine and lasting peace can only be created through the effective 
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imTlleHentation of the security system provided for in the Charter of 

the United lifations and the speedy and substantial reduction of arms 

and armed forces, by international a~reement and mutual example, 

leadinc; ••• to general and complete disarmament under effective 

international control. At the s~1e time, the causes of the arms race 

and threats to peace must be reduced and to this end effective action 

should be taken to eliminate tensions and settle disputes by peaceful 

111eanc." ( resolut~on S--10 /2, Tlara. 13) 

As our first Prime i1inister, Javraharlal Nehru, presciently observed: 

'
1The clilaate of peace is completely absent today and the only 

alternative to a surrender appears to r;;.any people to be uar, with all 

its terrible conseq_uences. Surely there are other alternatives 

1-ri1ich are far removed from surrender and yet lead to the objectives 

aimed at. It is in this spirit we have tried to approach the world's 

problefols. ;• 
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It is novT more than two years since the conveninG of the tenth 

special session of the General Assembly of the United ~lations, devoted 

to disarmrunent~ but many of the important measures outlined in the 

Programme of Action adopted by consensus remain far from implementation. 

My own delegation did not rer;ard the results of the special session 

as entirely satisfactory, but we believed then and continue to believe 

now that the Programme of Action, if implemented in GOOd faith, could 

lead to meaninr;ful measures of nuclear disarmament. i•Iore than anything 

else, however, this requires bold political decisions on the part 

of the leaders of the nuclear-weapon States. If the prevailin~ political 

attitudes of the past year are any indication, we are still far from 

smnmoning this kind of political will. There has clearly been a 

deterioration in the international situation. But this, in fact, 

should spur us on to strive even more vigorously towards peace and 

di sarmcment • 
In this context, we note with interest the proposals put forward 

by the Soviet Union on 11Certain urgent measures for reducing the danger 

of warn. My delegation will give those proposals the most earnest 

consideration. 1ile sincerely hope that the recent reswaption of 

talks between the Soviet Union and the United States will mark an end 

to postures of confrontation and a return to the process of negotiation 

on a wide range of questions" in an atmosphere of responsibility and 

restraint. It is only in this way that progress can be made in 

negotiations for genuine nuclear disarmament, which has avowedly 

the highest priority in the field of disarmament. 

It is relevant to recall that the problem of proliferation of 

nuclear weapons was first brought to the attention of the United Nations 

by India in 1964, when we called for the inscription of an item 

entitled "Non-proliferation of nuclear weapons a. Our motivation and 
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approach at that time was based on the premise that both horizontal and 

vertical proliferation are inte~ral aspects of a single problem which 

has to be dealt with as a whole. This concept was endorsed in General 

Assembly resolution 2028 (XX), which declared, inter alia, that any 

treaty should embody 
11 
••• an acceptable balance of mutual responsibilities and obligations 

on nuclear and non-nuclear Powers." (resolution 2028 (XX), para. 2(b)) 

If those principles were indeed to have been embodied in an agreement 

on non-proliferation, such an agreement could have been workable. 

Unfortunately, however, in the course of the finalization of the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty in 1968, that concept was deliberately altered. 

If we have before us tody an unworkable NPT document, this is 

because of the narrow and illogical approach lvhich has been adopted 

of concentrating only on the question of horizontal proliferation. 

There has been a tendency to look with suspicion at the peaceful 

nuclear activities of non-nuclear-weapon States while disregarding the 

continued and even escalated activities of the nuclear-weapon States 

themselves. At the same time, the assumption of a cartel-type approach 

such as embodied in the London Suppliers Club as well as attempts 

to impose full-scope safeguards and discriminatory constraints on 

activities relating to the peaceful uses of nuclear energy would seem 

to be directed towards perpetuating a kind of nuclear feudalism, which 

is unrealistic, illogical and unacceptable. 

As the Foreign Minister of India stated in his address at the 

plenary meeting of the General Assembly on 3 October 1980: 

"India is opposed to nuclear weapons. On the other hand, 

the Govertnnent of India is firmly committed to the peaceful 

utilization of nuclear energy. We would oppose any moves or 

measures which are discriminatory in nature and 1·rhich come in the 
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way of our programmes to use nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. 

The question of non-proliferation of nuclear weapons should not be 

confused with the ri~ht of all States to develop, acquire and use 

nuclear ener~y and to determine their peaceful nuclear progrrumnes 

in accordance with their national priorities, needs 

and interests. 1
; (A/35/PV.23, p.68) 

The use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes is far more important 

for developing countries, whose power resources are limited, than for 

industrially-advanced countries. An additional source of pouer such as 

atomic energy may not mean very much for the latter, since it is not 

so indispensable to them and it would not mwce much difference if they 

were to restrain and restrict its use. On the other hand, efforts 

to restrict the peaceful uses of atomic energy by developing countries 

w·ould adversely affect their developmental efforts. 

The general question of the establislunent of nuclear-\veapon-free 

zones in various regions of the world has been considered in the General 

Assembly and was also a few years ~o the subject of a comprehensive 

study by an ad hoc group of qualified governmental experts under the 

auspices of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. There is 

general agreement that certain basic principles should be taken into 

account "lvherever appropriate conditions for the creation of a 

nuclear-weapon-free zone exist. 

The Indian delegation, in conformity with the conclusions of that 

group of experts, continues to believe that the initiative for the creation 

of a nuclear-weapon-free zone should come from the States within the 

region concerned~ and that participation must be voluntary. This principle 

is of the utmost importance, not such much for any doctrinaire reason 

but because a zone can be viable only if it comes about as a result 

of the initiative taken by the States concerned arising out of conunon 
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security concerns, a common perception of the threat to such security and 

a common desire to help each other. These principles have also been 

reflected in paragraphs 60 and 61 of the final document of the 

special session. 

Another important aspect of this question is the clear definition 

of the region concerned in terms of acknowledged and well-defined 

geographical areas. In so far as South Asia is an integral part of the 

region of Asia and the Pacific, to define a proposal in terms of an 

artificial sub-region such as South Asia would appear to my delegation 

to be not only misleading but also counter-productive. 

The year 1980 marks the beginning of the second Disarmament Decade. 

Ttle should like in this connexion to refer to the work done by the 

Disarmament Commission in June this year in preparing the elements 

of the Declaration of the eighties as the second Disarmament Decade. 

The Disarmament Commission and, in particular, the T;lorking Group 

under the chairmanship of Ambassador Adeniji undertook extensive 

and painstaking efforts in negotiating a consensus text. But my 

delegation is disappointed that final agreement could not be reached 

on certain crucial questions relating to the time-frame for the 

accomplishment of specific priority measures of disarmament, the 

specific role and function of the Committee on Disarmament in the 

negotiation of such agreements as the comprehensive nuclear test-ban 

treaty, treaties on radiological and chemical weapons, and so forth. 

On other priority measures, too, there was no agreement on a 

time-frame for disarmament efforts. T:Te are particularly concerned 

at the fact that some delegations are still experiencing difficulty 

over a reference in the document to the conclusion of an agreement 

prohibiting the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons, which to 

my delegation, as indeed to an overwhelming number of delegations, 

is a question of fundamental priority which should figure in any 

uocmaent on disarmament. 
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My delegation also feels that serious consideration should be given 

to the careful preparation and organization of the second special session 

on disarmament scheduled to be convened in 1982, so that it will make 

a substantive contribution in the direction of disarmament and so that 

the second Disarmament Decade may become a decade of real disarmament. 

\·Te have so far addressed ourselves to the question of nuclear 

weapons and other weapons of mass destruction because the question 
\ 

of nuclear disarmament merits, in our view, the first and the highest 

priority. We do not, of course, mean that disarmament in the conventional 

field is not important or, for that matter, unessential. It is only 

a question of comparative perspective. Quite apart from the fact 

that conventional weapons do not threaten the total annihilation of 

the human race, a modicum of conventional capability is essential, 

especially to newly-independent countries, in order that they may 

safeguard their hard-won independence from the aggressive interpositions 

of great-~Power ambitions which straddle the globe and from other 

threats to their security. 

All too often, however, we come across proposals on conventional 

disarmament measures which seeks across-the-board solutions without 

reference to the reality that it is a handful of military-significant 

States that bear the primary responsibility in that regard. 
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The same is true of regional disarmament measures, where progress would best 

be initiated in the most heavily armed theatre of the world, namely, Europe. 

As regards other proposals pertaining to the ratios of armed forces, 

and so on, we in India are fully conscious of the fact that in the imperfect 

world we live in concern for basic security is natural and understandable, 

since the size of our own country necessitates a basic ability to withstand 

threats to the integrity of the nation which may emanate from any quarter. 

This is especially relevant to countries like India that have on principle 

refused to align themselves with one or other of the military blocs. 

Attempts to impose artificial strait-jackets through concepts such as 

balanced ratio of forces, and so on~ in a purely bilateral context, in the 

absence of an atmosphere of mutual trust and confidence among countries, 

would be, to say the least, diplomatically unwise and politically unproductive. 

While we may view with some degree of satisfaction the success achieved 

at the recently concluded Conference on Prohibitions or Restrictions of Use 

of Certain Conventional Feapons T·Thich ~fay Be Deemed to Be Excessively 

Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects, our satisfaction should be 

tempered by the knowledge that the effects of the use of those weapons, 

however indiscriminate, are after all relatively minor compared to the 

enormous destructive capability of nuclear weapons. He do nevertheless 

recognize that the success of that Conference could contribute to similar 

successes in other, more important fields. 

A secure world cannot be built upon foundations of human misery. 

While 40 per cent of the total population of more than two thirds of the 

countries represented in this Organization live in a state of absolute 

poverty, the countries belonging to the upper crust of the pyramid of 

economic affluence lavish their financial, technical and economic resources 

on weapons of mass destruction which they declare with equal firmness 

are meant not to be used but merely to be kept for their so-called defence 

in well-protected silos or beneath the hatches of nuclear submarines. 
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The world today is spending billions upon billions of dollars on 

armaments. As the Brandt Commission recently observed: 
11The world's military spending dwarfs any spending on development. 

Total military expenditures are approaching $450 billion a year, of which 

over half is spent by the Soviet Union and the United States, while 

annual spending on official development aid is only $20 billion. If 

only a fraction of the money, manpower and research presently devoted 

to military uses were diverted to development, the future prospects 

of the Third World would look entirely different. In any case there is 

a moral link between the vast spending on arms and the disgracefully 

low spending on measures to remove hunger and ill health in the 

Third World. 11 

The Brandt report rightly stressed the moral link between vast spending 

on arms and the urgent need for alleviating the misery of the human condition 

in areas of the world which need urgent attention. The malaria eradication 

programme of the Horld Health Organization (WHO) languishes for want of funds 

which represent an amount that is a mere cne thousandth of the world's 

annual military spending. The report also decries the sense of resignation 

and the traditional acceptance that accompany large defence spending, which 

it identifies as one of the chief obstacles to disarmament. Yet it would 

seem that the fourfold increase in defence spending over the last 30 years has not 

been a sufficient eye-opener to the 1mrld. In the current surcharged atmosphere 

of media pressures on the one hand and popular clamour on the other, the 

indications are that spending on armaments in the militarily most powerful 

nations will continue to increase. Fallacious arguments continue to be 

advanced that arms production and exports are essential to the economies 

and employment situation of the industrialized North. However, recent data 

from studies conducted in the United States have only confirmed earlier 

arguments that higher employment and growth potential are obtainable in 

development industries and that conversion to civilian production of existing 
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military facilities could be achieved faster than was generally assumed. 

Here again it is not the economic imperative but the absence of political 

will which is responsible for inaction. The talents of half a million 

scientists and engineers throughout the world need to be better utilized towards 

solving the energy~ health, education and food needs of the world rather than 

in fashioning ever more sophisticated artefacts of war. 

The close link between disarmament and develorment has been underscored 

in the Final Document and is also the focus of a special study of the 

United Nations Group of Governmental Experts on the relationship between 

Disarmament and Development which is due to submit a report to the next 

session of the General Assembly. 

The conscience of the world needs to be awakened against the arms race, 

particularly the nuclear arms race. The efforts of the United Nations 

in the dissemination of public knowledge and the creation of enhanced 

awareness against the use of nuclear ueapons has obtained the appreciation 

of the world at large. As the Constitution of the United Nations Educational~ 

Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) declares: 

~ ... since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men 

that the defences of peace must be constructed; ... ignorance of each 

other's ways and lives has been a common cause, throughout the history 

of mankind, of that suspicion and mistrust between the peoples of the 

world through which their differences have all too often broken into >var." 

Efforts should be made to build up public opinion so as to turn Governments 

away from the path of competition and tension tovards sobriety and reason. 

With the commencement of the Second Disarmament Decade, the United Nations 

Centre for Disarmament should make still greater efforts in this direction 

and fully involve the widest range of governmental and non-governmental 

organizations in this noble effort. 

Our purpose this afternoon has been to address general questions relating 

to some of the items on the agenda, particularly on the first and highest 

priority in the field of disarmament, namely, nuclear disarmament. \<Te shall 
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have occasion later on to revert to other important issues, including the 

question of the implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as 

a Zone of Peace contained in resolution 2832 (XXVI) and the question of the 

convening of a conference on the Indian Ocean next year. lve note that there 

Hill be a further meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean -----
next week to consider its report to the General Assembly. We should 

naturally have to avrait the results of those deliberations before commenting 

on the work done in that field. 

In concluding my statement, I should like to pledge the full co-operation 

of my delegation to you, Mr. Chairman, and to all other delegations in taking 

such decisions as would help to further the objectives of this Committee 

to the best of our ability. My delegation is convinced that there is no such 

thing as a hopeless situation as long as mankind shows vision and does 

not give up here. 

Mr. Dill1EVI (Ghana): Statements made since the debates commenced 

about a week ago have, in the view of my delegation, highlighted three 

important points: firstly, the pervading threat of the arms race to 

international peace and security; secondly, the reaffirmation by States 

Members of commitments to disarmament; and thirdly, the intireate relationship 

between disarmament and security. The clearly expressed commitments show 

that what is needed now is to summon the necessary political will and to cultivate 

an attitude of compromise and restraint in our relations with others if we 

we want mear-ingful progress in disarmament. In other words, until at 

least some of the causes of distrust and rivalry are dealt with, progress 

in disarmament will continue to elude the international community. 

As the Ghana delegation has had the opportunity to state here in this 

Committee, it is our view that negotiated agreements alone cannot advance 

the cause of disarmament unless those involved have the necessary trust in 

each other. The Final Document underscores this point when it states, inter alia: 

"In order to create favourable conditions for success in the disarmament 

process, all States should strictly abide by the provisions of the Charter of 

the United Nations, /and7 refrain from actions which might adversely affect 

efforts in the field of disarmament ••• "(resolution S-10/2, para. 41) 
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Therefore the Final Document has imposed on Member States specific 

obliBations essential for the relaxation of tensions. These obligations 

include, in the view of Ghana, the exercise of military restraint to avoid 

arousing the apprehensions of other countries legitimately concerned about 

their security and the preservation of vital interests. Unless this is done, 

decisions and actions could create their own chain reactions, escalate 

tensions, deepen distrust and add further spirals to the arms race. 

No country, in our view, will disarm if it has any reason to feel that 

others thereby gain advantages over it. Present trends do not offer my 

delegation the feeling that the two super-Powers seriously accept the 

special responsibility that the Final Document has imposed on them; 

the two military blocs, of course, share this blame. In the view of Ghana, 

numerous disarmament initiatives without the backing of genuine Political 

will and restraint in international relations are not likely to slow down 

the arms race. 

Last year the General Assembly remitted a number of resolutions to the 

Committee on Disarmament with specific instructions to negotiate and 

elaborate, as a matter of the highest priority, treaty texts to be 

submitted for ccnsideration at the current session. In fact those 

resolutions relate to issues which are essentially carry-overs from 

previous sessions of the General Assembly. A logical starting point for 

our work, in our view, is to examine the report of the Committee on 

Disarmament and determine whether there has ·been any pror:ress in its vrork 

and whether there is need for any new political directive. Therefore 

I intend to devote my statement to consideration of some parts of the 

Geneva Committee's report, contained in document A/35/27, now before 

this Committee. 

In many respects the report represents an improvement on ~revious 

reports. It is true that the Committee has not completed its work, but 

the fact that it has accomplished so much is a tribute to the conscientious 

efforts exerted by all the dele~ations. It is encoura~in~ to note that for the 
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first time all the nuclear Powers participated in the work of the Committee. 

Particular mention should be made of the delegation of the People's Republic 

of China, which has now joined this important multilateral negotiating 

Committee. It is equally encouraging to note that concrete negotiations 

have commenced through the four ad hoc working groups created by the 

Committee. My delegation hopes that the momentum generated will be fully 

exploited when the 1981 session commences. 

As the report shows, much work remains to be done. Therefore my 

delegation supports the view expressed by the delegation of Denmark a few· days 

ago that this year the General Assembly should avoid overburdening the 

Geneva Committee with new priority items, so as to enable it to devote 

enough time to its uncompleted work. My delegation would also urge that 

the ~ommittee at its 1981 session should endeavour to reduce substantially 

the amount of time spent on organizational and procedural questions. This 

would give it sufficient time to tackle its heavy agenda. 

Let me now turn to the agenda items which were considered by the 

ad hoc working groups. With regard to chemical weapons, we note that the 

worldng group went a long way towards fulfilling its mandate. As noted 

in the report, there was a convergence of views on the scope of the 

prohibitions, the important question of verification, confidence-building 

measures and the international co-operation vital for the attainment of the 

objectives of a multilateral convention. However, there are a number of 

important issues on which the possibility of a consensus has yet to be explored. 

Therefore it is the hope of my dele~ation that a workin~ group will continue 

this important work when the Ccmmittee reassembles next year. 

Hith respect to radiological weapons, it seems that further efforts 

must be exerted to narrow the difference between the various concepts about 

a ban on weapons of this type. The view of Ghana is that the convention 

envisaged should include the prohibition of all types of weapons that 

involve radiation. 
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On the question of s~curity assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States, 

my delegation supported General Assembly resolutions 34/84 and 34/85, 

relating to assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States, as a matter of 

principle - because the attainment of the objectives of both the resolutions would 

be yet another contribution to the disarmament process and, more important, 

because the objective is to strengthen the non-proliferation re~ime. 

However, I should like to point out that Ghana does not believe that an 

international convention is a substitute for general and complete 

disarmament, which remains our ultimate objective. We believe, however, 

that until this objective is attained a legally binding convention 

applicable to all non-nuclear-weapon countries without any qualifications 

or limitations is desirable. Unilateral declarations, in our view, are 

no substitutes for commitments entered into in the form of legally binding 

conventions. 

The Ad Hoc Working Group on a comprehensive disarmament programme has 

also made remarkable progress, as is evident from the consensus report 

in the relevant paragraphs of document A/35/27. It is hoped that the 

unfinished work will be taken up at the next session of the Geneva 

Committee and that a comprehensive programme as envisaged in the Final 

Document will be made ready before the second special session devoted 

to disarmament. 

It is a matter of deep regret for my delegation that the Committee 

on Disarmament could not establish an ad hoc working group on a 

comprehensive test-ban treaty. It is, hwoever, noted that the trilateral 

negotiators, as in the nrevious year) submitted a progress report to 

the Committee on Disarmament. While Ghana appreciates the efforts made 

by the three negotiators, we share the general concern over the rather 

slow progress in concluding the negotiations. A comprehensive test-

ban treaty has for long been a priority item on the agenda of the GeD~ral 

Assembly, reflecting the great importance the international community 
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attaches to a nuclear test ban. In the words of the Final Document, a nuclear 

test ban treaty would stop "the qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons 

and the development of new types of such weapons" (resolution S-10/2, para. 51) 

and prevent "the proliferation of nuclear weapons" (ibid.). We also 

share the view that the necessary scientific and technical problems have 

been fully explored and that what is needed now is the political 1v-ill on the 

part of the trilateral negotiators. The Ghana delegation urges that at 

this session a further appeal be addressed to the trilateral negotiators 

to exert their best endeavours and bring these long negotiations to an end. 

Having said this, I wish to make a brief comment on the substance of the 

progress report submitted by the three negotiating countries. As noted in 

the report, the three negotiating countries have agreed to prohibit and 

prevent nuclear weapon tests, refrain from encouraging or supporting such 

tests and place a moratorium on peaceful nuclear explosions. On the 

important question of verification, the trilateral negotiators have also 

agreed on the use of national technical means of verification supplemented 

by seismic data to be obtained from the international exchange system 

which they have also agreed to establish. Other co-operative measures 

to ensure effective compliance have also been agreed upon. 
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The report therefore represents a remarko.ble step foruard compared -vri th last 

year's report. Jiy cleler..;2.tion, hmrever, uishes to express its vieus on the 

question of the duration and revieH envisarr,ed for the treaty. 

It is the vieu of Ghana that if the treaty is to be credible a 

long duration is necessary in order to attract accession by as Elany 

countries as possible. Hith respect to the question of revievr, my delegation 

finds it difficult to understand the apparent attempt to confer veto povrers 

on the permanent members of the Security Council in matters concernin~ a 

multilateral treaty of this nature. Hy delegation feels that the tripartite 

draft >·rould benefit from detailed comments and su[;(';estions by an ad hoc 

uorldnc; group~ ue vrould therefore ur::;e the t1-ro nee;otiating countries that 

have objected to the establishment of an acl hoc 1vorkinc ,r:;roup to reconsider 

their position. 

One of the objectives of disarmament is the promotion of international 

peace and security. That objective is particularly relevant in areas of 

tension where racist rec;imes seek throu,r;h armaments to sustain a social 

and political system that denies basic lecsitimate ric;hts to peoples. In the 

uords of the Final Document: 

;
1 
••• the massive accumulation of armaments and the acquisition of 

armaments technology by racist regimes, as uell as their possible 

acquisition of nuclear vJeapons, present a challenging and increasingly 

dangerous obstacle to a world community faced 1rith the urgent need to 

disarru. It is) therefore, essential for purposes of disarmrunent to 

prevent any further acquisition of arms or arms technology by such 

recsimeso especially throucsh strict adherence by all States to relevant 

decisions of the Security Council. n (Ibid., 

para. 12) 

And yet the racist Pretoria regime continues to build large arsenals of 

deadly -vreapons throuc;h the collaboration of certain llembers of this 

Organization and in contravention of Security Council decisions. Relying 

on superior military forces, Pretoria has launched unprovoked attacks on 

neighbourine; African countries. It is also a vrell--lmown fact that through 

nuclear collaboration 1Tith some l![embers of this Orr,anization South Africa 
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now possesses nuclear capability. The fact that South Africa has refused 

to submit its nuclear facilities to the safeguards system of the 

International Atomic Ener~y Agency (IAEA) further underlines the threat to 

security in our part. of the -vmrld posed by South Africa. He call upon llember 

States to respect the uishes of the African countries and refrain from all 

forms of collaboration uith South Africa, particularly in the military and 

nuclear field. 

The latest. reports show that military expenditures have reached the 

stag:::;ering fic;ure of ;~500 billion a year. That has happened -vrhile millions 

of our people, particularly in the developinc; countries, cry out for assistance 

that "l·rould have a meaningful impact on their life and society. As we 

commemorate Disarmament Heek, may vre express the hope that "I•Te shall all 

rededicate ourselves to the objectives of disarma~ment by exerting the 

necessary political will. The results -vrould be not merely greater security 

but also greater prosperity for us all. 

Jlr._§AED (United Arab Emirates) (interpretation from Arabic): 

It is a pleasure, Sir, at the beginninc; of my statement to convey my warraest 

con0ratulations to you on your election to the chairmanship of this Committee. 

Ue are firmly convinced that your hi~;h level of competence and your vast 

experience in the field of diplomacy uill be a guarantee of the success of 

the work of this Committee. 

I also have the pleasure of congratulating the two Vice-Chairmen and 

the Rapporteur and of wishing them every success. 

There is great ·concern in the world at the feverish attempts 

of States to build arsenals of highly developed vreapons and at the unbridled 

arms race, which has now reached a peak among all those States, which seem 

unmrare of the terrible consequences of that dangerous race. 

The vast majority of those States have given armaments one of 

the highest priorities in their pro~rammes, so that they swallow up the tulk 

of their annual budgets ; yet those States have only limited resources 

and suffer frcm many problems, above all those of poverty, under

development and hunger. 
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In 1980 military expenditures in the world exceeded $500 billion. That 

appears to be a fantastic figure, particularly when it is reForted that 

25,000 people die every day because of the lack of potable water and that 

pollution is the prime cause of death of children under the ~ge of five years. 

Statistics also show that more than 700 million people in the world today 

are illiterate and that the literacy programmes intended for them would 

require an expenditure of more than $1~200 billion by the end of the century. 

Most of the inhabitants of the world live in tragic conditions and in a 

state of under-development because of poverty, ignorance and disease, which 

are destroying twentieth-century man. We should like to ask the following 

question: can we not save others from this bitter reality by making the 

smallest effort and devoting some of the funds sqQandered on monstrous 

armament programmes to remedying this situation? These facts add nothing 

new to the information with which we are all familiar. I have no intention 

of repeating what has been said by previous speakers. I did, however, want 

to mention the bitter and sad situation in which mankind is living and the 

unknown destiny which awaits us. 

In mentioning this truth my delegation would like to appeal to the 

States of the world~ in particular the major Powers and the developed States, 

to put an end to this grim prospect by limiting the production and 

stockpiling of armaments in order to bring about disarmament in the near 

future. I also appeal to the other States of the world, particularly the 

developing States, to switch their focus of concern to the building of a 

healthy and educated community instead of building arsenals of weapons. 
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My delegation also urges the developed world in particular to set aside 

part of the resources now devoted to financing destructive armaments research 

and production programmes and divert it to improvement and to benefiting mankind 

rather than leading it to the brink of the chasm. 

The implementation of General Assembly resolution 3093 (XXVIII) on the 

reduction of the military budgets of the States permanent members of the 

Security Council by 10 per cent and the utilization of part of the funds 

thus saved to provide assistance to developing countries is a practical 

and efficient measure for disarmament. 

We welcome the step taken by the Austrian Republic to reduce its 

military budget, referred to by its Permanent Representative in this 

Committee. This is a constructive measure, and that is why we appeal to 

the States of the world to follow the example of Austria. 

Our country attaches great importance to the implementation of 

resolution 3093 (XXVIII) because of its positive contribution to achieving 

general and ~omplete disarmament. 

The signing of the SALT II treaty between the United States and the 

Soviet Union on 18 June 1979 has strengthened our hopes for the reduction 

of tension in the world, but its non-ratification has revived world concern. 

We hope that the States concerned will ratify it with a view to starting 

the SALT III negotiations, in which the world has placed great hope for 

achieving the limitation of the arms race. 

The halting of the arms race should not be confined to conventional 

weapons but must be extended to nuclear wea~ons, both vertically and 

horizontally, because that aspect of the race increases fear and concern. 

While calling on the States of the world to ban the transfer of 

nuclear technology for military purposes. at the same time we support and 

encourage the utilization of this technology with a view to fostering the 

development of States and the well-being of their peoples. 
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The problems facing the world today relating to the increase of 

the production of chemical weapons have aroused considerable fear 

because of the danger of the use of such weapons. States producing and 

possessing such weapons will not refrain from using them at any moment 

against any country, should they find it expedient. That is why we call 

for the elaboration of an international treaty banning the use of those 

destructive weapons. The manufacture and use of bacteriological and 

incendiary weapons and their development is also a problem of increasing 

concern to the world today more than at any time in the past. vle believe 

that the conclusion of an international convention totally banning those 

weapons as soon as possible would be a very important and fundamental 

step on the road towards disarmament and a positive factor in promoting 

international stability. 

Developed States are still carrying out nuclear tests paying no 

attention to their pernicious consequences. Those tests threaten the 

annihilation not only of mankind but also of all living creatures, which 

represent a source of human nutrition. He hope that a treaty will very 

soon be concluded which will totally ban all nuclear tests whether underground 

or on the sea-bed. This measure will without doubt remove some of 

mankind's concern for its civilization and for its very future. 

My country's geographical situation and political ties prompt it to 

attach particular importance to the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones 

in South Asia and the Middle East. The fact that we belong to a non-aligned 

group - the Group of 77 developing countries - inevitably compels us to 

be interested in seeing that Latin America and Africa should be declared 

nuclear-weapon-free zones. That is why we supported and still support 

all the efforts exerted and all the resolutions adopted in order to attain 

this objective on those two continents. 

There is much evidence that Israel is producing and possesses nuclear 

weapons. Many delegations, in the course of the tenth special session, 

submitted such proof and testimony. That is why there is no point in 

repeating it here at this session. 
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Everyone knows that the goal of the Israeli entity in acquiring those 

weaponc is to use them against the Arab States and peoples. As an Arab 

State, ve are one of the targets threatened by such agp;ression by that 

entity. 

The United Arab Emirates, with other States, supported the General 

Assembly resolution on creating a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle 

East. The Zionist entity rejected that resolution and put forward futile 

arguments which had no foundation what soever. This only goes to show that 

it intends to continue its nuclear 't·reapons production programme and 

consequently to use those weapons against the Arabs in the future. 

The fact that this racist entity has not signed the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty and has refused to place its nuclear facilities under international 

control is further and irrefutable proof of this. He therefore call upon 

the United Nations to adopt the necessary effective measures to implement 

that resolution. 

The close military co-operation between the Zionist entity and the 

racist regime of South Africa, in particular in the field of nuclear 

armaments, is not confined to jeopardizing gravely the security and stability 

of the peoples of Africa and the Middle East but threatens peace and 

stability throughout the world. 

The fact that the racist regime of South Africa possesses nuclear 

weapons is a threat to the peoples and States of the African continent. 

The Indian Ocean region has recently witnessed a growing military 

presence of the major States, which severely endangers its security and 

integrity. The major Powers have used that part of the world as a theatre 

of conflict and rivalry, and this extends the arms race to the region and 

conflicts with the efforts exerted to reduce international tension. MY 

country, which is a littoral States of the Indian Ocean, voted in favour of 

General Assembly resolution 2832 (XXVI) in 1971, declaring the Indian Ocean 

a zone of peace. We associate ourselves with those States which claim that 

this region should be outside the field of military rivalry. We once again 
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affirm the need for the great Powers to respect that declaration and to 

refrain from any military activity countrary to the General Assembly's 

resolution on the implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as 

a Zone of Peace. 

We attach great importance to the international conference on the 

Indian Ocean to be held in Colombo in 1980. We hope that the necessary 

measures will be adopted to implement the Declaration of the Indian Ocean 

as a Zone of Peace. 
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nuclear -vrar :i.s beil"g; esto.bJ.isr,ed as the neu nartne:t to tJ1e princir,le of' t<1e 

balance of terror. 

:Sach year the ast:ronor:-;icel cost of builC'ine; ever mor8 ri_e3tructive 

nuclear -vre8.pons r-:-r1ches new heights fuellin:; ~>TorJ_r1_ inflation, hLJder:in:=: the 

est8blishment of a more just international economic order s.nd rrovidin:; en 

ironic bad;:ground to a 1mrld in -.:rhich the vast ;najority of the pemJle suf'fer 

from poverty and hune;er 0 Unfortune,tel'.r too, the reduction of tt-e nilitary 

bude;ets of nuclear and other militarily siznificc.Gt Pavers e_ncl the ~'l'-'llicRtion of 

such savine;s to c.evelol}ment remains little more tl:'·an a 'l)ious as'l)ir~ction o 

The lacl<: of progress touards the conclusion of a com;~re.i.~ensivc: test ·h8n. 

treaty is further evidence of the perilous disregard IJY the nnclcc:-.r Pr;uer.:.. of 

the imperatives of c,;lobc:tl survive,l. That measure, long given 1cic;:>est :criority 
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by the international community and representin~ an obligation of the nuclear 

Powers under the Non-Proliferation Treaty, has been overdue for many 

years. Its urgency today is hiphlighted by the Secretarv-General 1 s Expert 

Committee on a comprehensive test~ban treaty which shows that nuclear testing 

has steadily increased since the conclusion of the partial test-ban Treaty 

signed in 1963. 

No disarmament measure can make a more immediate and significant contribution 

to vertical and h0rizontal non-proliferation than the cessation of all nuclear 

tests. It was therefore a great disappointment to the majority of attending 

States vrhen the nuclear Powers, showing a rare unity of purpose, opposed the 

proposal for a moratorium on nuclear testing put forward at the Second 

Review Conference on the Non~Proliferation Treaty. That attitude is all the 

more frustrating in view of the admission by the nuclear Powers that only a 

few insignificant problems stand in the way of completing a comprehensive 

test .. ban treaty. 

My delegation sincerely hopes that the resumed tripartite ne~otiations 

vill soon produce an agreed text. He hope too that that if those negotiations 

continue to drag on without result the Committee on Disarmament will decide 

to undertake the negotiating process without waiting for a text agreed on 

by the nuclear Pavers. 

My delegation believes that the Committee on Disarmament must ~ive urgent 

attention to the question of establishing international centres for seismic 

verification since that question is related to the remaining obstacles to the 

test-ban treaty and is also central to the task of confidence buildine:. 

lf.hile Somalia believes that the nuclear Powers have the major responsibility 

for carrying out measures for the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, as a 

State party to the J\Ton-rroliferation Treaty it suDrorts a number of 

initiatives under international consideration which bear on the question 

of horizontal non-proliferation. 
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In that rerrard 1ve are disappointed that the relevant §.d hoc Harking 

Group of the C0rnmittPF- on Disarmament is far from reaching agreement on effective 

arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat 

of use of nuclear weapons. That question is one of great ur:3ency for the members 

of the Organization of African Unity, who are committed to the denuclearization 

of Africa and 1-rho strongl;y support the establishment of the I1iddle East as a 

zone of peace. vle are acutely conscious of the potential and indeed the actual 

capability of South Africa, and Israel for developing and deploying nuclear 

-vreapons. He are obliged to consider the strong possibility that those States 

might use nuclear blaclrrnail against the African and Palestinian struggles for 

self-determination and nationhood. 

The strong evidence that South Africa detonated a nuclear veapon in 

September 1979 is cause for deep concern. The refusal of South Africa and 

Israel to become parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and to accept full 

safeguards on their nuclear activities also heightens suspicions about 

their motives. My delegation notes that the Group of Experts on South Africa 1 s 

nuclear capacity stated emphatically ln its report that South Africa has the 

capacity to make nuclear weapons and the necessary means of delivery. The 

Group of Experts -vras of the opinion that South Africa might adopt a policy of 

latent proliferation, in which it would covertly stockpile nuclear weapons 

and, like Israel, would use rumours of its nucleFlr capability to furtht-7r its 

purposes. 

Those developments lead us to hope that the _§.d EOC ~roup working on measures 

to strengthen the security of non-nuclear~weapon States will make r:rc:ater 

progress next year. 

Also relevant to the question of containing the horizontal proliferation 

of nuclear weapons is the issue of modalities for the transfer of nucleAr technology 

to the developing countries. Hhile my delegation believes that such transfers 

must be accompanied by international safeguards, ,,re hope that the industrialized 

countries will not use discriminatory policies in order to preserve their 

monopoly over nuclear technology. 
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':':'l~e es-lJablishment of ~0nes of pee,ce and m..'.clear-->Teapon· free zones Tmulc1, make 

a sic;nij"ic~~nt contribution, He -L,elie-ve, to the purposes of the non -11roliferation 

·d~girc,e, to 1mrld disarmament and to the rewoval of re0;ional tension and conflict, 

':fforts to ,_.si:8 1~~l', sh ·the Indian Ocean as 8. zone of peace have unfortunately 

been C1 isru-ptec_ ·av the ,-,r.,ssivP :intPrvention ,of a super--Pouer and its surro9:ates 

in re:-:;ional ccnf:licts. Th2ct intervention" Trl~ich bas cFmsed the escalation of 

armeC_ conflic-t, and led to the establisl1r[lent of the large -scale military presence 

::;f the Soviet Union and its sc,rrogate Cuban forces in the Horn of Africa, is 

doubly Teprehensible becuase it has been directed against the freedom struggle 

or:' o:cJpressecl "f)eO"'!les seekinr~ their right to self~cc:termination B.nd independence. 

Suci1 developments lead inevitably to the expansion of the militAry and 

nava:;_ presence of the {!Yc--!lt 1~mvers in the Indian Ocean in thE> context of their 

The Declaration of the Indian Ocean as 8, Zone of Peace can 

~)est be implemented by the elimination from the region of he,.emonist ambitions, 

colo:tial oppression and interventionist foreign mercenaries which are the cause 

of instability, continued tension and conflict. 

Another dangerous element of the Indian Ocean situation is the strengthening 

of t1~'" military forces of South Africa 1 s racist regime by its lvestern and 

Zionist allies. As I have AlreRdy mentioned, South Africa has been able to 

add a nuclear 1vea110n capability to its already threatening arsenal of 

sophisticated conventional vreapons, Hy G-overnment calls on all the States 

concerned to end their naval, military ancl nuclear collaboration 1vith the 

Pretoria regime, which is encouraged by their support to impose its wilitant 

and aggressive policies on the southern Afr~_can re(Sion, 

The establishment by the Comwittee on DlsBrmament of a number of ~<!_hoc 

groups to c1eal ~-rith disarmament Cl_uestions c;iven high priority by the 

international cormnuni ty is a welcor1e development. Unfortunately, the 51-d_ :Qoc::_ 

p:roups in most C8,ses nave not been able to go beyond the form to the substance 

of negotiations. 
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The 1wrk of the ad 99...£. Group on Cl1,o;mical ~Je8.pons is rm:rticularly 

i:C!lportant and ue hope that the propress, which was slo'r this year_ vlll pick up some 

momentum in 1981. The nuestion of chemical 1rea-.;ons is high on the list of 

disarmament priorities identified by the tenth special session, It is also 

an ure;ent priority because of the r;rovring number of reports of the use of sucl·, 

>Teapons in many parts of the worlc_ and in pe.rticular a~ainst peoples fight:i.nr; 1vars 

of liberation. 

f,ven more alarming ls the evidence that the super- .Povrers rray be nrepi.rin:; 

to add the horrors of a race in chemical ueap011S to the ez:i.sting nuclear tl1reat. 

That oevelopment derne.nds outraged protest FlnCI_ tht:> stronPest cond~wmatlon by the 

international cornmuni ty. 

':!:'he use of conventional weapons VThich cause unnecessary sufferine: e.nd 

have indiscriminn:t<:> effects is also clea.rlY ic!.entified 1r:i.th the o"[lp:ressive 

policies of those vrho iWuld impose colonial: forei.r;n anrl rR.cis t do-·1iw•ti.on. 

J'-ly delegation is therefore happy to learn of the recent proc;ress 

towards c:•. general treaty and specific protoco1s mAd•.> by the United l'lations 

Conference on the use of exceedine;ly injurious veapons. 

Another HPlcc'mt' advance is :Jrovided by the ac;reement betveen the [c;oviet 

Unio11 and the United States on a text for a treaty bannin:; radiolo::eical '·Tcapons. 

He hope that the relevant _§L_sl hos_ Group of tl1e Disanilament Committee vrill be 

able next year to CCJJ1Fllett' its 'dork on a convention on radiolo::;iclll i-Te3:pons and 

vrill also mal:e l)rogress towards preventinp: the development of other nev uecJlO~'ls 

of rf'.ass destruction. The terrible danger to '-rorlrl peAce, security o.nd indeec.~ 

world survival posed b~r existinr, l·reapons of mass clestruction lndiccrtps Jr:he 

urgency and essential nature of this tAsk. 
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It is easy for both large and small States to be daunted by the complexity 

and scope of the problems Hhich must be overcome if nuclear dis3rmmnt::nt. and, 

finally:, c;eneral and comnlete disarmament are to be achieved. Preparations for 

the second s~ecial session on disarmament alone present a major challenge to 

the various bodies uorking on disarmament questions. But hovrever difficult 

the tasl;: ahead may be) the international community has no alternative but to 

continue to try to achieve progress, step by step, -vrith courage and political will. 

The mobilization of world public opinion in support of the principles and policies 

outlined in the Final Docun1ent of the tenth special session will be an important 

factor in the success of this process. 

\le believe that it is important for the various disarmament bodies to avoid 

the temptation of merely reiterating accepted principles 0 priorities and 

programrnes as thoubh this exercise in itself constitutes movement towards 

clisarmame!1t goals. 

In our vie1-r. the c;reatest hindrance to the implementing of disarmament 

measures is the lack of a climate of confidence. Suspicion and fear~ instability, 

tension and conflict are rampant in every area of the world because of the 

resurgence of policies of w·orld hegemony, the continued existence of colonial 

and racist oppression and the denial to peoples of their right to choose their 

ovn d<?stiny. 

The United Nations is designating the 1980s as cl Disarmamt~nt Decade. 

This r,mst not be an empty and ritualistic gesture. In its resolution S-·10/2, 

the General Assembly states that mankind faces the alternatives of ending the 

arms race and proceeding to disarmament or facing complete annihilation. Both 

in and out of the United Nations, Member States must 1vork to ensure that the 

sane rational alternatives presented by the tenth special session are chosen. 

!'1r. KRAVETS (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation from 

Russian): At this stage of the Committee's work~ the Ukrainian delegation would 

like to explain its position on questions related to limiting the arms race 

and bringing about disarmament which are contained, inter ali13:_, in the memorandum 

of the Soviet Union entitled ;'Peace, disarmament and international security 

gue-rantees;; (A/35/482). 
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In the present complex international situation, the countries of the 

socialist community clearly contrast the doctrine of an arms race and military 

hysteria vrith their ovm plAtform of consistent struggle for international peace 

and security. 

In the declaration of the States parties to the Harsa1·r Treaty adopted in 

May this year it was stressed once again that the socialist countries have 

never sought and -.rill never seek military superiority. They do not have, have 

never had and will never have any strategic doctrine other than a purely defensive 

one: they do not have, have never had and will never have any intention of 

creating the potential for a first nuclear strike, either limited or total. 

By the very nature of thPir social system, the socialist countrits cannot and never 

1-rill seek to creflte spheres of influence or estFiblish P'lilitary or political control 

over any re~ions or international lines of communication. 

The determination of the socialist countries to continue tlr~lessly and 

consistently to fight for peace, for an end to the arms race and to extend 

international detente to all parts of the world was confirmed just four days 

ago on 20 October this year in a communique issued by the meeting of Foreign 

Ministers of States parties to the Warsaw Treaty. 

As was pointed out by the General Secretary of the Central Committee of 

the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, President of the Presidum of the USSR 

Supreme Soviet, Mr. Brezhnev, 
11 Countries belonging to different social systems need a minimum of 

trust as much as they need the very air we breathe. Of course, we are 

and will continue to be polarized by ideolor,ical differences in our 

outlook, but our failure to adopt a bourgeois ideology does not prevent 

us from remaining firmly on realistic ground and patiently continuing to 

seek agreement r:. 

The only possible realistic way of seekine; agreement in matters of 

strengthenin~ peace, supplementing political detente by effective measures ln 

the field of military detente, is the course of negotiations based on strict 

observance of the principle of equality and equal security. In the vievr of 

the Ukrainian SSR, what we must strive for is for serious consideration to be 

given to curbing the arms race and to disarmament and that all talks which 

have been embarked upon in recent years in various international meetings and 
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Xc c·, IYi.:'_,, ter,:tl ba::ds -~ut uhich have for one reason or 8 nocher, novr 1Jeen :i:1alted or 

t<::cJ:_s cJu such vi t~l 'leasures :fo:c· c~'-ll:in,cs Lc ho.J t to the arms race 2.m~ eli 1inatine: 

':,[ce +;b·ect of F::lJ_' u.s have net G.s yet been the subject of tall~s 0 

'Ttle sGc j_c~li si_ CCJU.Lltries attach Tl1e highest priority to call inc; a halt to 

Gl!IC: nuclec\i'- -.::·,rTrls :::B.ce. He are all fmuiliar Hith their r_)roposal for carrying out" 

11i th the };::u:·ticipation of all r:_uclec.:c anCi smne non--,_mclea.r States_ tall;-,s al1out 

lwltinr: c~1e manufcccture of nuclear vreanons in all their forrr1s and the gradu~cl 

;--e0 1Iction of stoc:~J:;-:.les of such \cJeapons up to and includine; their totaJ 

elL1ine.ti on o Also f_ r~illar :we the concrete ~Jroposals of the socialist countries 

d~Jout pL·ocerlures for ho1J_inc; such tal~{S on a \v'lOle ranee of questions to be 

~i:i.scuE'sedt The last session of tlle Ge:;~eral P ... ssern.lJly of t11e United l\Tatio11s 

G,c'cpteci a resolution on t11e subject uhich o iE_te£ ... ~1-i~- rpquestcd the Committee 

C1n Disr:11---ce;ont to 'oeg:in talks on the question of halting the arms race and 

mJcleJ.r Jisarnwmnt 0 

IIoveve1·, the r:~onm;ittee on D:isanw.nent 1-ras unfortunatelj' tmH~-'1•- to t2l~e 

practicsl stEps to put lnto eff~ct this decision of the General Assemoly and 

even f2.ile<l to UL1derta}~e consultations about talks in this o_reao The reason 

for this situation '\oJas the nec;ative l)Osition of a nurnoer of StEJ+es, 

in particul2.r the United States and China. It was truly a bla.sphemous act for 

the Uni tee~ States to J:w.ve approved the strategy of a preventive nuclear strH::e 

on che very clay of the thirt~r- ·fifth anniversary of the dropping of the atomic bomb 

on Hiroshima and Ha~asaki. This decision could only possibly Jead to a 

~·~st in t~. s~jrAl of thP nucleer-arNs rAe~ 2Ven more dangerous i~o -chP fate of 

the Horld ,,:tnd to the perfection of the nuclear arsenal. 

In the Cornnittee C·n DisRYT"W·~Pnt and here in the First Como.ittee. the 

Lleler:;ation of China has unceas:i.nr·;ly been ~::>roclai:-1int; that tall;:s et:1d llleasures on 

unclea:;_- uis:o.r',l'Jj•;,::;,n; csn be embar_~er~ l)_pon only 2fter t~1e super ·P01.rers unilaterally 

GG.~:e sucl: me-.c:.sures tlJr-:mselves v:hile t,h<-" ChHH:eS" t-hemst>lVPS fire c~rr:rinrc: out another 

nuclear te:c>-c in the at -losphere leading to the fall-out of a lare;e quantity 

C;f rclc1lc•~-;-. ctiv, ci_ust that is liable to h<:We SUCh t:;rave consequences for the 

~!--:.;,l th of the peoL1le of so mr,ny count:::-ies 0 
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In the view of the Ukrainian delegation we must, as a matter of urgency, 

begin businesslike talks on halting the nuclear arms race and subsequently reducing 

stockpiles of nuclear weapons up to and including their total elimination. 

The production and implementation of measures in the field of nuclear 

disarmament must run parallel with the strengthening of international political and 

legal guarantees of the security of States, particularly through the conclusion 

of a world treaty on the non-use of force in international relations. 

An important factor in promoting the solution of the problem of prohibiting 

nuclear weapons would be the qualitative and quantitative limitation and reduction 

of strategic armaments. The SALT II treaty must come into force as soon as 

possible. It is not the fault of the Soviet Union that the trilateral talks 

on the preparation of a treaty on the complete and total prohibition of nuclear 

weapon testing has taken so long. In spite of the fact that it has already been 

possible to come to an agreement on the basic provisions of such a treaty, the 

General Assembly unfortunately has been forced to appeal once again for an 

acceleration of the work of concluding that important international legal 

document. The range of measures aimed at curbing the nuclear arms race, 

preventing the spread of this weapon and ultimately averting the danger of 

nuclear war include the question of the non-stationing of nuclear weapons on 

the territories of States where there are no such weapons at present. As is 

shown by the report presented to the Committee by the Secretary-General in 

document A/35/145, many States favour the conclusion of an international 

agreement on that question which would help to protect States that scrupulously 

observe their nuclear-free status from the use against them of the deadly 

nuclear weapon and would make it difficult to destabilize the strategic 

situation. We support the proposal made here in the Committee that the General 

Assembly should request the Committee on Disarmament to embark immediately on 

talks in order to produce an international agreement on that subject. 

At the present time there are a number of areas in the field of the 

limitation of the arms race where there are real opportunities to achieve 

mutually acceptable decisions at a very early date. One of those areas is 

that of the prohibition of radiological weapons. 
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More than a year has passed since the fundamental elements of a treaty 

prohibiting that type of -vreapon of mass destruction was presented to the 

Committee on Disarmament. However, its discussion has been taking a very long 

time in the Committee. He believe it necessary for the Committee on Disarmament 

as a matter of urgency, to conclude work on a treaty prohibiting radiological 

weapons on the basis of the fundamental elements of a treaty presented 

jointly ln the Committee by the Soviet Union and the United States. 

The prohibition of radiological weapons would have a favourable effect on the 

progress of talks on the prohibition of new types and systems of weapons of 

mass destruction. The approach of the socialist countries to that problem 

is well known. It has been set out in a number of resolutions adopted at 

previous sessions of the General Assembly. The Ukrainian SSR believes that the 

Assembly must once again call on the Corr~ittee on Disarmament to continue talks, 

with the assistance of qualified experts, on the prepar~tion of a comprehensive 

agreement on the prohibition of new types and systems of weapons of mass 

destruction and also possible draft agreements on individual aspects of those 

weapons. 

The Ukrainian SSR
9 

as emerges clearly from its answer to the Secretary

General's question about the proclamation of the 1980s as the Second 

Disarmament Decade, views the conclusion of a convention on the prohibition 

of chemical weapons as one of the high-priority measures in the field of 

limiting the arms race and achieving disarmament. 

Over the last year a certain amount of positive lmrk has been done in the 

search for measures on the prohibition of that type of vreapon of mass destruction; 

in particular, pursuant to the appeal of the General Assembly at its thirty-fourth 

session, the Committee on Disarmanent held a wide-ranging discussion of many 

aspects of the problem of eliminating chemical weapons from the arsenals of 

States. 'Ihe Committee set up a special working group to define the questions that 

should be considered during negotiations on a multilateral convention on the 

total and effective prohibition of the development, manufacture and stockpiling 

of chemical -vreapons and the destruction of existing such weapons. The report 

presented to the First Committee by the Committee on Disarmament points out that 

in the course of discussion of the complex problem of prohibiting that type of 

weapon it was possible to achieve agreement on a number of issues, while on 

others the views of the participants in the discussion differed. 
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The Ukrainian SSR welcomes the efforts of the Committee to find mutually 

acceptable solutions and believes that the General Assembly should call on 

that body to continue that work next year. 

At the same time as the discussion of the prohibition of chemical weapons 

has been taking place on a multilateral basis, the Soviet Union and the United 

States have continued in 1980 their bilateral talks on preparing a joint 

initiative on the prohibition of these weapons. A detailed jo:nt report 

presented to the Committee on Disarmament on 7 July this year shed light on 

the situation on those talks. That kind of work, we believe, deserves the 

support of the whole international community. 

In this regard I should like to point out that the successful conclusion 

of work on reaching agreement on the provisions of a future convention on the 

prohibition of chemical weapons would be helped considerably by the creation 

of an atmosphere of trust among the countries conducting the talks, in particular 

on questions that have a direct bearing on the subject of those talks. We 

find it inadmissible, in circumstances in which talks are going on, to continue 

the chemical arms race, but the facts, and there are a great many of them, go 

to show that the United States has begun a new round of intensified preparations 

for chemical warfare. If we really want to bring about the prohibition of 

chemical weapons what we need above all is to create a reliable obstacle to 

the development and testing of new and even more sophisticated generations 

of that type of weapon. 
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Historical ex~erience has shown that the destructive power of 

conventional me2.ns of Hat;ine; ~rar has f~rown to such an extent that 

their vrholesale use could lead to the annihilation of vhole peoples, 

In the lic;ht of thiso the socialist r:nuntries are ready to limit 

and llan any tyne of \Yea non en a reciprocal basis in agreement vith 

other States, w-ithout detri:-11ent to the security of anyone) in 

conditions of total reciprocity amon,co; the States >rhich possess the 

•re2~nons in guest ion, 

Hm-rever, -vrhat has been proposed to us represents a completely 

different approach, The :representative of China" snealdnc; in 

the First Comrilittee on 22 October -- as in the case of nuclear 

clisarnan:ent . - proposed that all the "'Jermanent members of 

·t:;he Security Council should limit and prohibit conventional types of 

vreapons ~ exce~t 'i1is mm country. That is something he said at the 

ver~r tin~e vhen it -vras China itself' -vr~1ich had embarked en a course of 

··teachinc; military lessons to the heroic Vietnamese peo:gle and hurled 

against it a GOO_~OOO man army, more than 500 tanks and armoured transport 

vej.1icles ancl more than 700 aircraft, 

It is obvious that the refusal of China. to join the efforts of the 

world cci'!crnun:i_ty to rec-:_lCe conventional arPw.ments and armed forces is 

ai•"'led at one clear-cut purpose 0 that is J to increase its military 

notenti[',l; to dictate to the neighbourins States and to exnand at 

their expense, 

The del~ration -of the Ul~rainian SSH -vrishes to express the hope that 

realis::-1 and sobriety uill prevail over a uar hysteria and a bid to craw 

the arsenals of the •rorld full of 1-reapons, 

The attainment of' mutually acceptable understandinrs and ar';reements 

on r-1easures that 1re have mentioned and on othe:c measures in the field 

of haltin.": the arms race and brinc;ing about disarmament -vrould 

mark tl1e 1980s as a decade vrhich saw substantial "Jror,ress in the 

strugq;le for the strenr~theninc: of internat icnal peace and securi tv, 

That is ]Jrecisely Hlnt the decisions of the General Assembly on disarmament 

Yclatters should do, 




